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Abstract
We prove that if C is a tensor C˚-category in a certain class, then there exists an uncount-
able family of pairwise non stably isomorphic II1 factors pMiq such that the bimodule cat-
egory of Mi is equivalent to C for all i. In particular, we prove that every finite tensor
C˚-category is the bimodule category of a II1 factor. As an application we prove the ex-
istence of a II1 factor for which the set of indices of finite index irreducible subfactors is!
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. We also give the first ex-
ample of a II1 factor M such that BimodpMq is explicitly calculated and has an uncountable
number of isomorphism classes of irreducible objects.
1 Introduction
The description of symmetries of a II1 factor M , such as the fundamental group FpMq of Murray
and von Neumann and the outer automorphism group OutpMq, is a central and usually very hard
problem in the theory of II1 factors. Over the last ten years, Sorin Popa developed his deformation-
rigidity theory [Pop02, Pop03, Pop04] and settled many long standing open problems in this di-
rection. See [Vae06a, Pop06, Vae10] for a survey. In particular, he obtained the first complete
calculations of fundamental groups [Pop02] and outer automorphism groups [IPP05]. His methods
were used in further calculations. Without being exhaustive, see for example [Pop03, PV08, Dep10]
concerning fundamental groups and [PV06, Vae07, FV07] for outer automorphism groups.
Bimodules MHM over a II1 factorM having finite left and right M -dimension are said to be of finite
Jones index (see [Con94, Pop86]) and they give rise to a category, which we denote by BimodpMq.
Endowed with the Connes tensor product of M -M -bimodules, BimodpMq is a compact tensor C˚-
category, in the sense of Longo and Roberts [LR97].
The bimodule category of a II1 factor M may be seen as a generalized symmetry group of M . It
contains a lot of structural information on M and encodes several other invariants of M . Indeed,
if grppMq denotes the group-like elements in BimodpMq, i.e. bimodules of index 1, one has the
following short exact sequence
1Ñ OutpMq Ñ grppMq Ñ FpMq Ñ 1 .
Finite index subfactors N Ă M are also encoded in a certain sense by the bimodule category
BimodpMq, since, denoting N Ă M Ă M1 the Jones basic construction, we obtain a finite index
bimodule ML
2pM1qM.
As explained above, in [IPP05] the first actual computation of the outer automorphism group of II1
factors was achieved, using a combination of relative property (T) and amalgamated free products.
Extending their methods, in [Vae06b], Vaes proved the existence of a II1 factor M with trivial
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bimodule category. As a consequence, all the symmetry groups and subfactors of M were trivial.
Also relying on Popa’s methods, in [FV08], Vaes and the first author proved that the representation
category of any compact second countable group can be realized as the bimodule category of a
II1 factor. More precisely, given a compact second countable group G, there exists a II1 factor
M and a minimal action G ñ M such that, denoting MG the fixed point II1 factor, the natural
fully faithful tensor functor ReppGq Ñ BimodpMGq is an equivalence of tensor C˚-categories. Both
papers followed closely [IPP05] and thus, they give only existence results.
Explicit results on the calculation of bimodule categories are obtained in [Vae07] and [DV10]. Both
articles are based on generalizations of Popa’s seminal papers [Pop02, Pop03] on Bernoulli crossed
products. In [Vae07], Vaes gave explicit examples of group-measure space II1 factorsM for which the
fusion algebra, i.e. isomorphism classes of finite index bimodules and fusion rules, were calculated.
The complete calculation of the category of bimodules over II1 factors coming from [Vae07] was
obtained by Deprez and Vaes in [DV10]. Even more is proven in [DV10], since the C˚-bicategory of
II1 factors commensurable with M , i.e. those II1 factors N admitting a finite index N -M -bimodule,
is also computed and explicitly arises as the bicategory associated with a Hecke pair of groups.
Note that by [DR89], representation categories of compact second countable groups can be char-
acterized abstractly as symmetric compact tensor C˚-categories with countably many isomorphism
classes of irreducible objects. Among compact tensor C˚-categories, finite tensor C˚-categories,
i.e. those which admit only finitely many isomorphism classes of irreducible objects, form another
natural class. In this article, we prove that every finite tensor C˚-category arises as the bimodule
category of a II1 factor.
Theorem A. Let C be a finite tensor C˚-category. Then there is a II1 factor M such that
BimodpMq » C.
As an application of the above theorem, we prove the existence of a II1 factor for which the set of
indices of irreducible finite index subfactors can be explicitly calculated and contains irrationals.
Recall the amazing theorem of Jones, proving that the index of an inclusion of II1 factors N Ă M
ranges in the set
I “
"
4 cos
´π
n
¯2
| n “ 3, 4, 5, . . .
*
Y r4,`8s .
Given a II1 factor M , Jones defines the invariant
CpMq “ tλ | there is a finite index irreducible inclusion N ĂM of index λu .
Jones proved that every element of I arises as the index of a not necessarily irreducible subfactor
of the hyperfinite II1 factor. However, the problem of computing CpRq is still widely open. In
[Vae07, Vae06b], Vaes proved the existence of II1 factors M for which CpMq “ t1u and CpMq “
tn2 | n P Nu. The invariant CpMq is also computed in [FV08] and arises as the set of dimensions of
some finite dimensional von Neumann algebras. In [DV10], Deprez and Vaes constructed concrete
group-measure space II1 factors M with CpMq ranging over all sets of natural numbers that are
closed under taking divisors and taking lowest common multiples.
All above results provide II1 factorsM for which CpMq is a subset of the natural numbers. However,
combining recent work on tensor categories [GS11] and our Theorem A, we prove the following
theorem.
Theorem B. There exists a II1 factor M such that
CpMq “
"
1,
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In [Vae07], [FV08] and [DV10] only categories with at most countably many isomorphism classes
of irreducible objects were obtained as bimodule categories of II1 factors. In this article we give
examples of II1 factors M such that BimodpMq can be calculated and has uncountably many
pairwise non isomorphic irreducible objects. For example, if G is a countable, discrete group, we
prove the existence of a II1 factor M such that BimodpMq » RepfinpGq. Here, RepfinpGq denotes
the category of finite dimensional unitary representations of G.
Theorem C. Let C denote one of the following compact tensor C˚-categories. Either C “ RepfinpGq
for a countable discrete group, or C “ CoRepfinpAq for an amenable or a maximally almost periodic
discrete Kac algebra A. Then, there is a II1 factor M such that BimodpMq » C.
Our construction consists of two main steps.
(i) Given any quasi-regular, depth 2 inclusion N Ă Q of II1 factors, such that N and N 1 XQ are
hyperfinite, denote by N Ă Q Ă Q1 the Jones basic construction. We construct a II1 factor
M and a fully faithful tensor C˚-functor F : BimodpQ Ă Q1q Ñ BimodpMq (see Section 2.4.3
for the bimodule category associated with an inclusion of II1 factors).
(ii) Using Ioana, Peterson and Popa’s rigidity results for amalgamated free product von Neumann
algebras [IPP05], we prove that under suitable assumptions (see Theorem 3.1) the functor F
is essentially surjective.
The above steps yield a II1 factor M such that BimodpMq » BimodpQ Ă Q1q. Using the setting
of [IPP05], as in [FV07, FV08, Vae06b], this result is not constructive. We only prove an existence
theorem, which involves a Baire category argument (see Theorem 2.19). More precisely, we prove
the following Theorem D and Theorems A and C are obtained as corollaries.
Theorem D. Let N Ă Q be a quasi-regular and depth 2 inclusion of II1 factors. Assume that
N and N 1 X Q are hyperfinite and denote by N Ă Q Ă Q1 the basic construction. Then, there
exist uncountably many pairwise non-stably isomorphic II1 factors pMiq such that for all i we have
BimodpMiq » BimodpQ Ă Q1q as tensor C˚-categories.
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2 Preliminaries and notations
In this paper, von Neumann algebras are assumed to act on a separable Hilbert space. A von
Neumann algebra pM, τq endowed with a faithful normal tracial state τ is called a tracial von
Neumann algebra. We define L2pMq as the GNS Hilbert space with respect to τ .
Whenever M is a von Neumann algebra, we write Mn “ MnpCq bM and M8 “ Bpℓ2pNqqbM .
Whenever H is a Hilbert space, we also denote H8 “ ℓ2pNq bH.
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If B ĂM is a tracial inclusion of von Neumann algebras, then we denote by EB the trace preserving
conditional expectation of M onto B. Also if pBnp Ă pMnp is an amplification of B ĂM , we still
denote by EB the trace preserving conditional expectation onto pB
np.
2.1 Finite index bimodules
LetM , N be tracial von Neumann algebras. AnM -N -bimodule MHN is a Hilbert space H equipped
with a normal representation ofM and a normal anti-representation of N that commute. Bimodules
over von Neumann algebras were studied in [Con94, V.Appendix B] and [Pop86].
Let H be an M -N -bimodule. There exists a projection p P N8 such that
HN –
`
pL2pNq8˘
N
,
and this projection p is uniquely defined up to equivalence of projections in N8. There also exists
a ˚-homomorphism ψ : M Ñ pN8p such that MHN is isomorphic with the M -N -bimodule Hpψq
defined as Hilbert space pL2pNq8 and endowed with actions given by
a ¨ ξ “ ψpaqξ and ξ ¨ b “ ξb and a PM , b P N , ξ P pL2pNq8 .
Furthermore, if ψ : M Ñ pN8p and η : M Ñ qN8q, then MHpψqN – MHpηqN if and only if there
exists u P N8 satisfying uu˚ “ p, u˚u “ q and ψpaq “ uηpaqu˚ for all a PM .
Note that M -N -bimodules MHN can also be described by means of right actions via ˚-
homomorphisms ψ : N Ñ pM8p as
MHN – M
`pℓ2pNq˚ b L2pMqqp ψ˘pNq .
Let H be a right N -module and write HN –
`
pL2pNq8˘
N
, for a projection p P N8. Denote
dim -N pHq “ pTrbτqppq. Observe that the number dim -N pHq depends on the choice of the trace τ ,
if N is not a factor.
AnM -N -bimodule MHN is said to be of finite Jones index if dimM -pHq ă `8 and dim -N pHq ă `8.
In particular, the Jones index of a subfactor N Ă M is defined as rM : N s “ dim -N pL2pMqq, see
[Jon83]. Using the above notations, consider a bimodule of the form MHpψqN with finite Jones
index. Then, one may assume that ψ is a finite index inclusion ψ :M Ñ pNnp.
2.2 Popa’s intertwining-by-bimodules technique
In [Pop03, Section 2], Popa introduced a very powerful technique to deduce unitary conjugacy of
two von Neumann subalgebras A and B of a tracial von Neumann algebra M from their embedding
A ăM B, using interwining bimodules. When A,B ĂM are Cartan subalgebras of a II1 factor M ,
Popa proves [Pop02, Theorem A.1] that A ăM B if and only if A and B are actually conjugated by
a unitary in M . We also recall the notion of full embedding A ăfM B of A into B inside M .
Definition 2.1. Let M be a tracial von Neumann and A,B ĂMn be possibly non-unital subalge-
bras. We write
• A ăM B if 1A L
2pMnq1B contains a non-zero A-B-subbimodule K that satisfies dim -BpKq ă
8.
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• A ă
f
M B if Ap ăM B for every non-zero projection p P 1AMn1A XA1.
We will use the following characterization of embedding of subalgebras. It can be found in [Pop03,
Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 2.3] (see also Appendix F in [BO08]).
Theorem 2.2 (See [Pop03]). Let M be a tracial von Neumann algebra and A,B Ă Mn possibly
non-unital subalgebras. The following are equivalent.
• A ăM B,
• there exist m P N, a ˚-homomorphism ψ : A Ñ pBmp and a non-zero partial isometry
v P 1A
`
M1,mpCq bMn
˘
p satisfying av “ vψpaq for all a P A,
• there is no sequence of unitaries uk P UpAq such that }EBpxukyq}2 Ñ 0 for all x, y PMn.
Note that the entries of v as in in the previous theorem span an A-B-bimodule K Ă L2pMnq such
that dim -BpKq ă 8.
We will make use of Theorem 2.4 due to Vaes, [Vae07, Theorem 3.11]. We first recall the notion of
essentially finite index inclusions of II1 factors (see [Vae07, Proposition A.2]) and embedding of von
Neumann subalgebras inside a bimodule.
Let N ĂM be an inclusion of tracial von Neumann algebras. We say that N Ă M has essentially
finite index if there exists a sequence of projections pn P N 1 XM such that pn tends to 1 strongly
and Npn Ă pnMpn has finite Jones index for all n.
Definition 2.3. Let M,N be tracial von Neumann algebras and A Ă M , B Ă N von Neumann
subalgebras. Let MHN be an M -N -bimodule. We write
• A ăH B if H contains a non-zero A-B-subbimodule K Ă H with dim -BpKq ă 8.
• A ă
f
H
B if every non-zero A-N -subbimodule K Ă H satisfies A ăK B.
Denote by τ the trace on M . Let H be an M -N -bimodule. Using notations from Section 2.1, write
H – Hpψq where ψ is a ˚-homomorphism ψ :M Ñ pN8p and p a projection in N8. Suppose that
dim -N pHq ă `8, i.e pTrbτqppq ă `8. Then, as remarked in [Vae07], one has
• A ăH B if and only if ψpAq ăN B,
• A ă
f
H
B if and only if ψpAq ăfN B.
Theorem 2.4 ([Vae07, Theorem 3.11]). Let N,M be tracial von Neumann algebras, with trace τ .
Let A ĂM , B Ă N be von Neumann subalgebras. Assume the following.
• Every A-A-subbimodule K Ă L2pMq satisfying dim
-ApKq ă `8 is included in L2pAq.
• Every B-B-subbimodule K Ă L2pNq satisfying dim
-BpKq ă `8 is included in L2pBq.
Suppose that MHN is a finite index M -N -bimodule such that A ă
f
H
B and A ąf
H
B. Then there
exists a projection p P B8 satisfying pTrbτqppq ă `8 and a ˚-homomorphism ψ : M Ñ pN8p
such that
MHN – MHpψqN , ψpAq Ă pB8p
and this last inclusion has essentially finite index.
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2.3 Amalgamated free products of tracial von Neumann algebras
Throughout this section we consider von Neumann algebras M0,M1 endowed with faithful normal
tracial states τ0, τ1. Let N be a common von Neumann subalgebra of M0 and M1 such that the
traces τ0 and τ1 coincide on N . We denote M “M0˚NM1 the amalgamated free product ofM0 and
M1 over N with respect to the trace preserving conditional expectations (see [Pop93] and [VDN92]).
Recall that M is endowed with a conditional expectation E :M Ñ N and the pair pM,Eq is unique
up to E-preserving isomorphism. The von Neumann algebra M0 ˚N M1 is equipped with a trace
defined by τ “ τ0 ˝E “ τ1 ˝ E.
2.3.1 Rigid subalgebras
Kazhdan’s property (T) was generalized to tracial von Neumann algebras by Connes and Jones in
[CJ85] and is defined as follows. A II1 factor M has property (T) if and only if there exists ǫ ą 0
and a finite subset F Ă M such that every M -M -bimodule that has a unit vector ξ satisfying
}xξ ´ ξx} ď ǫ, for all x P F , actually has a non-zero vector ξ0 satisfying xξ0 “ ξ0x, for all x PM .
Note that a group Γ in which every non-trivial conjugacy class is infinite (ICC group) has property
(T) in the sense of Kazhdan if and only if the II1 factor LpΓq has property (T) in the sense of Connes
and Jones.
Popa defined a notion of relative property (T) for inclusions of tracial von Neumann algebras, see
[Pop02, Definition 4.2]. Such an inclusion is also called rigid. In particular, if N is a II1 factor
having property (T), then any inclusion N ĂM in a finite von Neumann algebra M is rigid.
We will make use of the following characterization of relative property (T).
Theorem 2.5 (See [Pop02] and [PP05]). An inclusion N Ă M of tracial von Neumann algebras
is rigid if and only if every sequence pψnq of trace preserving, completely positive, unital maps
ψn :M ÑM converging to the identity pointwise in } ¨ }2, converges uniformly in } ¨ }2 on the unital
ball pNq1 of N .
We recall Ioana, Peterson and Popa’s Theorem 5.1 from [IPP05] which controls the position of rigid
subalgebras of amalgamated free product von Neumann algebras. We choose to work with matrices
over amalgamated free products, which is not a more general situation, since pM0 ˚N M1qn can be
identified with Mn0 ˚Nn Mn1 .
Theorem 2.6 (See [IPP05, Theorem 4.3]). Let M “ M0 ˚N M1. Let p P Mn be a projection and
Q Ă pMnp a rigid inclusion. Then there exists i P t0, 1u such that Q ăM Mi.
2.3.2 Control of quasi-normalizers
Let M be a tracial von Neumann algebra and N Ă M a von Neumann subalgebra. The quasi-
normalizer of N inside M , denoted QNM pNq, is defined as the set of elements a P M for which
there exist a1, . . . , an, b1, . . . , bm PM such that
Na Ă
nÿ
i“1
aiN, , aN Ă
mÿ
i“1
Nbi .
The inclusion N Ă M is called quasi-regular if QNM pNq2 “ M . One also defines the group of
normalizing unitaries NormN pMq of N Ă M as the set of unitaries u P M satisfying uNu˚ “ N .
The normalizer of N in M is NormM pNq2. Note that N 1 XM Ă NormM pNq2 Ă QNM pNq2.
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Theorem 2.7 (See [IPP05, Theorem 1.1]). Let M “ M0 ˚N M1. Let p P Mn0 be a projection and
Q Ă pMn0 p a von Neumann subalgebra satisfying Q ćM0 N . Whenever K Ă ppCn b L2pMqq is
a Q-M0-subbimodule with dim -M0pKq ă `8, we have K Ă ppCn b L2pM0qq. In particular, the
quasi-normalizer of Q inside pMnp is contained in pMn0 p.
2.4 Tensor C˚-categories, fusion algebras and bimodule categories of II1 factors
We briefly recall some definitions for tensor C˚-categories and refer to [LR97, Sch97] for more infor-
mation and precise statements. A tensor C˚-category is a C˚-category with a monoidal structure,
such that all structure maps are unitary. A tensor C˚-category is called regular if it has subobjects
and direct sums and the unit object is strongly irreducible. A regular tensor C˚-category is called
compact if every object has a conjugate. A compact tensor C˚-category is finite if it has only finitely
many isomorphism classes of simple objects.
Convention. Throughout this article we assume without loss of generality that all tensor categories
involved are strict.
2.4.1 Fusion algebras
A fusion algebra A is a free N-module NrGs equipped with
• an associative and distributive product operation, and a multiplicative unit element e P G,
• an additive, anti-multiplicative, involutive map x ÞÑ x, called conjugation,
satisfying Frobenius reciprocity as follows. For x, y, z P G, define mpx, y; zq P N such that
xy “
ÿ
z
mpx, y; zqz .
Then, one has mpx, y; zq “ mpx, z; yq “ mpz, y;xq for all x, y, z P G.
The base G of the fusion algebra A, also called the irreducible elements of A, consists of the non-zero
elements of A that cannot be expressed as the sum of two non-zero elements.
We have the following examples of fusion algebras.
• Given a countable group Γ, one gets the associated fusion algebra A “ NrΓs.
• Let G be a locally compact group and define the fusion algebra A of RepfinpGq as the set
of equivalence classes of finite dimensional unitary representations of G. The direct sum and
tensor product of representations in RepfinpGq yield a fusion algebra structure on A.
• More generally, the isomorphism classes of objects in a compact tensor C˚-category form a
fusion algebra. Note that there exist non-equivalent tensor C˚-categories having isomorphic
fusion algebras.
In this article we are mainly interested in tensor C˚-categories and fusion algebras coming from
bimodules over II1 factors. We recall some definitions and refer to [Bis97] for background material
and results on bimodules and fusion algebras, in particular in relation with subfactors.
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2.4.2 The bimodule category of a II1 factor
Let M , N , P be II1 factors. We denote by H bN K the Connes tensor product of the M -N -
bimodule H and the N -P -bimodule K and refer to [Con94, V.Appendix B] for details. Note that
Hpρq bN Hpψq – Hppidb ψqρq.
We recall now the following useful lemma from [FV08] concerning Connes tensor product versus
product in a given module. The inclusion of II1 factors N ĂM considered in [FV08] is assumed to
be irreducible (N 1 XM “ C1). Instead, we assume that N Ă M is quasi-regular. We give a proof
for the convenience of the reader.
Lemma 2.8 ([FV08, Lemma 2.2]). Let rN Ă N Ă M be an inclusion of II1 factors and let P be
a II1 factor. Assume that N Ă M is quasi-regular and rN Ă N has finite index. Let MHP be an
M -P -bimodule. Suppose that L Ă H is a closed rN -P -subbimodule. Suppose that K Ă L2pMq is an
N - rN -subbimodule of finite index. Denote by K ¨ L the closure of pK XMqL inside H. Then
• K ¨ L is an N -P -bimodule isomorphic to a subbimodule of K b rN L.
• If K ¨ L is non-zero and K b rN L is irreducible then, K ¨ L and K b rN L are isomorphic N -P -
bimodules.
Whenever PHM is a P -M -bimodule with closed P - rN -subbimodule L and K Ă L2pMq an rN -N -
subbimodule, we define L ¨ K as the closure of LpK XMq inside H and, by symmetry, we find that
L ¨K is isomorphic with a P -N -subbimodule of LbN K.
Proof. Let H,K and L be as in the statement of the lemma. Note that K XM is dense in K,
since N Ă M is quasi-regular and rN Ă N has finite index. Moreover, all vectors in K X M
are rN -bounded. So, there exists a finite index inclusion ψ : N Ñ p rNnp and an N - rN -bimodular
isomorphism T : Hpψq “ ppCn b L2p rNqq Ñ K such that T pppei b 1qq P K X M for all i. We
have K b rN L – ppCn b Lq, hence we can define an N -P -bimodular map S : ppCn b Lq Ñ K ¨ L by
Spppeibξqq “ T pppeib1qq¨ξ. The range of T is dense in K ¨L. After taking the polar decomposition
of T we get a coisometry K bN LÑ K ¨ L.
The contragredient of an M -N -bimodule MHN is the N -M -bimodule defined on the conjugate
Hilbert space H with bimodule actions given by a ¨ ξ “ pξa˚q and ξ ¨ b “ pb˚ξq.
The Connes tensor product and contragredience induce a compact tensor C˚-category structure on
the category of finite index M -M bimodules, where morphisms are given by bimodular maps.
Definition 2.9. Let M be a II1 factor. We define BimodpMq to be the tensor C˚-category of finite
index M -M -bimodules and FalgpMq the associated fusion algebra.
We recall the notion of pairs of conjugates in strict tensor C˚-categories.
Definition 2.10 (See [LR97]). Let x be an object in a strict tensor C˚-category C. A conjugate
for x is an object x in C and morphisms R : 1C Ñ xb x, R : 1C Ñ xb x such that
pR˚ b idxq ˝ pidx bRq “ idx and pR˚ b idxq ˝ pidx bRq “ idx .
In the following theorem, pairs of conjugates are used to characterize finite index bimodules among
all bimodules over a II1 factor (see [LR97] and also [Fal09, Theorem 5.32]).
Theorem 2.11. Let M be a II1 factor and let MHM an M -M -bimodule. Then MHM has finite
index if and only if MHM has a conjugate in the tensor C
˚-category of all M -M -bimodules.
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2.4.3 Tensor C˚-categories arising from subfactors
Let M be a II1 factor and N Ă M a subfactor. Write eN for the projection L2pMq Ñ L2pNq.
The von Neumann algebra xM,eN y Ă BpL2pMqq generated by M and eN , called the Jones basic
construction, was introduced in [Jon83] and is denoted M1. Note that L
2pM1q is an M -M -bimodule
and it is of finite Jones index whenever rM : N s ă `8. We will frequently use the fact that
dimpN 1 XMq ă `8 if rM : N s ă `8.
Definition 2.12. Let N ĂM be an inclusion of type II1 factors. We define BimodpN ĂMq to be
the tensor C˚-subcategory of BimodpNq generated by all finite index N -N -bimodules that appear
in L2pMq. We denote by FalgpN ĂMq the associated fusion subalgebra of FalgpN ĂMq.
We give the following definition of depth 2, as in [EV00].
Definition 2.13. Let N Ă Q be an inclusion of II1 factors. Let N Ă Q Ă Q1 Ă Q2 Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ be the
Jones tower. Then N Ă Q has depth 2 if N 1 XQ Ă N 1 XQ1 Ă N 1 XQ2 is a basic construction.
Identify N 1 X Q2 with the space of bounded N -Q-bimodular maps BN-QpL2pQ1,Trqq. Denote by
HomN-QpL2pQq,L2pQ1qq the Hilbert space completion of N -Q-bimodular maps from L2pQ, τq to
L2pQ1,Trq with respect to the scalar product xT, Sy “ τpS˚T q. We recall the following special case
of [EV00, Theorem 3.10].
Theorem 2.14 (See [EV00, Theorem 3.10]). The inclusion N Ă Q of II1 factors has depth 2 if and
only if the natural action of N 1 XQ2 on HomN-QpL2pQq,L2pQ1qq is faithful.
As a consequence, we obtain the following characterization of depth 2 inclusions that we use in this
article.
Corollary 2.15. Let N,Q be II1 factors. Then, the inclusion N Ă Q has depth 2 if and only if
NL
2pQ1qQ is isomorphic to an N -Q-subbimodule of NL2pQq8Q.
Proof. Let N Ă Q be a depth 2 inclusion of II1 factors. Let p P N 1 X Q2 be the projection
onto the orthogonal complement of the maximal N -Q-subbimodule of L2pQ1q which is contained in
NL
2pQq8Q. Then, p acts trivially on HomN-QpL2pQq,L2pQ1qq. Therefore, p “ 0 by Theorem 2.14.
Assume that NL
2pQ1qQ is isomorphic to a subbimodule of NL2pQq8Q. Let p P N 1XQ2 be a non-zero
projection. Then pL2pQ1q is a non-zero N -Q-bimodule, so there is a non-trivial N -Q-bimodular map
T : L2pQq Ñ pL2pQ1q. We have p ¨ T “ T ‰ 0, so p acts non-trivially on HomN-QpL2pQq,L2pQ1qq.
We have proven that N 1 XQ2 acts faithfully on HomN-QpL2pQq,L2pQ1qq. We conclude using again
Theorem 2.14.
2.4.4 The fusion algebra of almost-normalizing bimodules
Let N Ă M be a regular inclusion, i.e. NormM pNq2 “ M . For any element u P NormM pNq the
N -N -bimodule uL2pNq has finite index and lies in L2pMq. Such bimodules are generalized by the
notion of bimodules almost-normalizing the inclusion N Ă M , which was introduced by Vaes in
[Vae06b]. This notion was adapted to more general irreducible, quasi-regular inclusions of II1 factors
N ĂM in [FV08]. We recall the definition.
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Definition 2.16. Let N Ă M be an irreducible and quasi-regular inclusion of type II1 factors.
A finite index N -N -bimodule is said to almost-normalize the inclusion N Ă M , inside FalgpNq,
if it arises as a finite index N -N -subbimodule of a finite index M -M -bimodule. We denote by
AFalgpN Ă Mq the fusion algebra generated by N -N -bimodules almost-normalizing the inclusion
N ĂM .
Let N be a II1 factor and Γ a countable group acting outerly on N . Write M “ N ¸Γ and assume
that the inclusion N Ă N ¸ Γ is rigid. It is proven in [Vae06b, Lemma 4.1] that the fusion algebra
AFalgpN Ă N¸Γq is a countable fusion subalgebra of FalgpNq. The next lemma is a straightforward
adaptation of [Vae06b, Lemma 4.1].
Lemma 2.17. Let N Ă M be a rigid, irreducible and quasi-regular inclusion of type II1 factors.
Then, the fusion algebra AFalgpN ĂMq is a countable fusion subalgebra of FalgpNq.
2.4.5 Freeness of fusion algebras
The notion of freeness of fusion algebras was introduced in [BJ97, Section 1.2], in the study of free
composition of subfactors. We recall the definition.
Definition 2.18 ([BJ97, Section 1.2]). LetA be a fusion algebra andA0,A1 Ă A fusion subalgebras.
We say that A0 and A1 are free inside A if every alternating product of irreducibles in Aizteu,
remains irreducible and different from e.
LetM be a II1 factor and MKM a finite indexM -M -bimodule. Whenever α P AutpMq, we define the
conjugation of K by α as the bimodule Kα “ Hpα´1qbM KbM Hpαq. Denote by R the hyperfinite
II1 factor. Vaes proved in [Vae06b, Theorem 5.1] that countable fusion subalgebras of FalgpRq can
be made free by conjugating one of them with an automorphism of R (see Theorem 2.19 below).
Note that the same result has first been proven for countable subgroups of OutpRq in [IPP05]. In
both cases, the key ingredients come from [Pop95].
Theorem 2.19 ([Vae06b, Theorem 5.1]). Let R be the hyperfinite II1 factor and A0,A1 two count-
able fusion subalgebras of FalgpRq. Then,
tα P AutpRq | Aα0 and A1 are freeu
is a dense Gδ-subset of AutpRq.
3 Proof of Theorem D
We recall the following construction, from [FV08]. Consider the group Γ “ Q3 ‘ Q3 ¸ SLp3,Qq,
defined by the action A ¨ px, yq “ pAx, pAtq´1yq of SLp3,Qq on Q3 ‘ Q3. Take α P R ´ Q, define
Ωα P Z2pQ3 ‘Q3, S1q such that
Ωα
`px, yq, px1, y1q˘ “ exp`2πiαpxx, y1y ´ xy, x1yq˘ for all px, yq, px1, y1q P Q3 ‘Q3 ,
and extend Ωα to an S
1-valued 2-cocycle on Γ by SLp3,Qq-invariance. Write Λ “ Z3 ‘ Z3. Then,
by [FV08, Lemma 3.3] and [FV08, Example 3.4], the inclusions N Ă N0 Ă P given by
N “ LΩαpΛq, N0 “ LΩαpZ3 ‘ Z3 ¸ SLp3,Zqq, P “ LΩαpΓq
satisfy the following properties.
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pP1q N Ă P is irreducible and quasi-regular,
pP2q N0 Ă P is quasi-regular,
pP3q N0 has property pT q.
Note that pP1q follows from the fact that the inclusion Λ Ă Γ is almost-normal, meaning the
commensurator CommΓpΛq defined as
CommΓpΛq :“ tg P Γ | gΛg´1 X Λ has finite index in gΛg´1and in Λu
is the whole of Γ. We know that the group SLp3,Qq does not have any non-trivial finite dimensional
unitary representations (see [vNW40]). The smallest normal subgroup of Γ containing SLp3,Qq is
Γ itself. This gives the following property.
pP4q The group Γ has no non-trivial finite dimensional unitary representations.
We will also need the following additional property, proven in [FV08, Example 3.4].
pP5q The inclusion LΩαpΛ0q Ă LΩαpΓq is irreducible, for every finite index subgroup Λ0 ă Λ.
Theorem 3.1. Let Q be a II1 factor such that N Ă Q. Let B “ N 1 XQ and assume that
• N Ă Q is a quasi-regular and depth 2 inclusion,
• B is hyperfinite,
• there is no non-trivial ˚-homomorphism from N0 to any amplification of Q,
• the fusion algebras AFalgpN Ă P q and FalgpN Ă Qq defined in Section 2.4 are free inside
FalgpNq.
Then, for M “ `PbB˘ ˚NbB Q, we have that BimodpMq » BimodpQ Ă Q1q, as tensor C˚-
categories, where N Ă Q Ă Q1 is the basic construction.
Outline of the proof of Theorem D. We first prove Theorem 3.1 in two steps. In Section 3.1,
we construct a fully faithful tensor C˚-functor F : BimodpQ Ă Q1q Ñ BimodpMq. In Section 3.2,
we prove that F is essentially surjective, which completes the proof of Theorem 3.1. In Section 3.3,
we give a proof of Theorem D, relying on Theorem 3.1.
In the rest of Section 3 we will always use the notations of Theorem 3.1.
3.1 A fully faithful functor F : BimodpQ Ă Q1q Ñ BimodpMq
Denote by C the tensor C˚-category whose objects are finite index inclusions ψ : Q Ñ pQ8p with
p P B8, pTrbτqppq ă 8 and ψpxq “ xp for all x P N . The tensor product on C is given by
ψ1 bC ψ2 “ pidb ψ2q ˝ ψ1. Morphisms of C are given by
HomCpψ1, ψ2q “ tT P qB8p | @x P Q : Tψ1pxq “ ψ2pxqT u .
Proposition 3.2. The natural inclusion I : ψ ÞÑ Hpψq of C into BimodpQq defines an equivalence
of tensor C˚-categories C » BimodpQ Ă Q1q.
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Proof. It is easy to check that I is a faithful tensor C˚-functor. We prove that I is full and that its
essential range is BimodpQ Ă Q1q.
We first prove that I is full. Let T : pL2pQq8 Ñ qL2pQq8 be a Q-Q-bimodular map between Hpψ1q
and Hpψ2q. Then T P pQ8q, since T is right Q-modular. We have Txp “ xqT for all x P N , so it
follows that T P pB8q. This proves that I is full.
Let us prove that the image of I is contained in BimodpQ Ă Q1q. Take a finite index inclusion
ψ : Q Ñ pQ8p with p P B8, pTrbτqppq ă 8 and ψpxq “ xp for all x P N and let H “ Hpψq.
We claim that H is a Q-Q-subbimodule of L2pQ1q8. Extend ψ to a map L2pQq Ñ L2ppQ8pq
and note that its entries, considered as operators on L2pQq, lie in Q1. Any non-zero column of ψ
defines a partial isometry v P ppM8,1pCqbQ1q satisfying vx “ ψpxqv, for all x P Q. Note that
vv˚ P ψpQq1 X pQ81 p. If p ‰ vv˚, then we may apply the previous procedure to the non-zero Q-Q-
bimodule pp ´ vv˚q ¨H – Hpψp¨qpp ´ vv˚qq. Take a maximal family of non-zero partial isometries
vi inside ppM8,1pCqbQ1q satisfying ψpxqvi “ vix for all x P Q and such that viv˚i are pairwise
distinct orthogonal projections. Consider the projection r “ p ´ ř viv˚i . If r ‰ 0 then we can
apply the previous procedure to the non-zero bimodule r ¨H. As above, we get a non-zero partial
isometry w P rpM8,1pCqbQ1q such that ψpxqw “ wx, for all x P Q. Then, ww˚ is orthogonal
to all of the viv
˚
i , which contradicts maximality of the family. So, p “
ř
viv
˚
i . Putting all these
partial isometries in a row, we get an element u P ppQ1q8 such that ux “ ψpxqu, for all x P Q and
uu˚ “ ř viv˚i “ p. This proves our claim.
We now prove that every bimodule H of BimodpQ Ă Q1q is contained in the essential range of I.
Assume that H arises as a Q-Q-subbimodule of L2pQ1qbQk, for some k P N. We prove that H is a
subbimodule of L2pQ1q8. By Corollary 2.15, we have that H is isomorphic, as N -Q-bimodule, to a
subbimodule of L2pQq8. Writing H – Hpψq, for some finite index inclusion ψ : QÑ qQnq, we find
a non-zero N -central vector v P qpMn,1pCq b L2pQqq. Taking polar decomposition, we may assume
that v P qpMn,1pCqbQq is a partial isometry satisfying ψpxqv “ vx, for all x P N . As a consequence,
we have v˚v P B. As in the previous paragraph, take a maximal family of non-zero partial isometries
vi inside qpMn,1pCq bQq satisfying ψpxqvi “ vix for all x P N and q “
ř
viv
˚
i . Putting all partial
isometries vi in one row, we get an element u P qpMn,8pCqbQq such that ψpxqu “ ux for all x P N
and uu˚ “ ř viv˚i “ q. Define p “ u˚u and note that p P B8. Conjugating with u˚ from the
beginning yields a map ψ : Q Ñ pQ8p such that ψpxq “ px, for all x P N and still satisfying
H – Hpψq.
Take a finite index inclusion ψ : Q Ñ pQ8p in C. Then, we have p P B8. Denote by ι :
PbB Ñ ppPbBq8p the inclusion map given by x ÞÑ xp on P and by the restriction ψ|B on B.
Since ψ preserves N , it also preserves B “ N 1 X Q and we obtain a map ι ˚ ψ : M Ñ pM8p. If
T P HomCpψ1, ψ2q, then T P qB8p. So, T defines anM -M -modular map from Hpι˚ψ1q to Hpι˚ψ2q.
We conclude that the map
F0 : C Ñ BimodpMq : ψ ÞÑ Hpι ˚ ψq
is a functor.
Proposition 3.3. F0 is a fully faithful tensor C
˚-functor.
Proof. It is clear that F0 is faithful. We first prove that F0 is full. Take T P HomM -M pHpι˚ψ1q,Hpι˚
ψ2qq. Then T : pL2pMq8 Ñ qL2pMq8 is right M -modular, hence T P pM8q. Since Txp “ xqT for
all x P P , we have T P pB8q. So T is in the image of F0. The functor ˚ on both BimodpQ Ă Q1q and
BimodpMq is given by T ÞÑ T ˚, so F is a C˚-functor. Since Hpψ1q bM Hpψ2q – Hppidb ψ2q ˝ ψ1q,
it follows immediately that F0 is a tensor C
˚-functor.
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Now let G : BimodpQ Ă Q1q Ñ C be an inverse functor for the inclusion I : C Ñ BimodpQ Ă Q1q.
We define the fully faithful tensor C˚-functor F “ F0 ˝G : BimodpQ Ă Q1q Ñ BimodpMq.
3.2 Proof of Theorem 3.1: essential surjectivity of F
We give a series of preliminary lemmas before proving that the functor F constructed in the previous
section is essentially surjective.
Lemma 3.4. Let MHM be a finite indexM -M -bimodule and PbBKPbB Ă PbBHPbB be a finite index
PbB-PbB-subbimodule. Then K contains a non-zero N -N -subbimodule L such that dim
-N pLq ă
`8.
Proof. Let ψ :M Ñ pMnp and ϕ : PbB Ñ qpPbBqkq be finite index inclusions such that MHM –
MHpψqM and PbBKPbB – PbBHpϕqPbB. Take a non-zero partial isometry v0 P ppMn,kpCq bMqq
such that ψpxqv0 “ v0ϕpxq, for all x P PbB. We have v˚0v0 P ϕpP b Bq1 X qMkq, so the support
projection suppEPbBpv˚0v0q lies in ϕpPbBq1 X qpPbBqkq. Moreover v0psuppEPbBpv˚0v0qq “ v0.
So we can assume that q “ suppEPbBpv˚0v0q.
We claim that ϕpN0q ăPbB P . Recall that B is hyperfinite, by assumption. Let
Ť
nAn be the
dense union of an increasing sequence of finite dimensional von Neumann subalgebras An of B. Since
P b 1 Ă P bAn is a finite index inclusion for every n, it suffices to show that ϕpN0q ăPbB P bAn
for some n. Denote by En the trace-preserving conditional expectation of B onto An. Then the
sequence of unital completely positive maps id b En on pPbBqk, still denoted by En, converges
pointwise in } ¨ }2 to the identity. Since N0 has property (T) (see pP3q), Theorem 2.5 shows that
pEnq converges uniformly in } ¨ }2 on pϕpN0qq1. Take n P N such that }Enpxq ´ x}2 ă 1{2 for all
x P ϕpN0q. Assume that ϕpN0q ćPbB P b An. By Theorem 2.2, there is a sequence of unitaries
uk P UpϕpN0qq such that for all x, y P qpPbBqkq, we have }Enpxukyq}2 Ñ 0 for k Ñ 8. In
particular,
1 “ }uk}2 ă 1{2` }Enpukq}2 Ñ 1{2 ,
which is a contradiction. We have proved our claim.
This yields a ˚-homomorphism π : N0 Ñ rP lr and a non-zero partial isometry v1 P qpMk,lpCq b
PbBqr such that ϕpxqv1 “ v1πpxq, for all x P N0. Similarly to the first paragraph, we can assume
that r “ suppEP pv˚1v1q. Note that EPbBpv˚0v0q “ q. So v “ v0v1 P ppMn,l bMqr is a non-zero
partial isometry. Moreover, we have vπpxq “ ψpxqv, for all x P N0.
We claim that πpNq ăP N . We first prove that it suffices to show that πpNq ăPbB NbB. Indeed,
if this the case, we get a ˚-homomorphism θ : N Ñ tpNbBqjt and a non-zero partial isometry
u P rpMl,jpCq b PbBqt such that πpxqu “ uθpxq, for all x P N . Denote by ui the i-th column of u.
Then the closed linear span of tuiNbB | i “ 1, . . . , ju defines a non-zero πpNq-NbB-subbimodule of
rpClbL2pPbBqq with finite right dimension. Using the N -N -modular projection onto rpClbL2pP qq
and the action of B, we find a non-zero πpNq-N -bimodule inside rpCl b L2pP qq which is finitely
generated as a right N -module.
Assume now that πpNq ćPbB NbB. Then, Theorem 2.7 implies that the quasi-normalizer of πpNq
in rM lr sits inside rpPbBqlr. As a consequence, v˚v P πpNq1 X rM lr Ă rpPbBqlr. Since the
inclusion N ĂM is quasi-regular, we have that
(3.1) v˚ψpMqv Ă rpPbBqlr .
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Denote by A the von Neumann algebra generated by ψpMq and vv˚. Then ψpMq Ă A Ă pMnp
and A Ă pMnp has finite index. Using (3.1), we get that v˚Av Ă v˚vpPbBqlv˚v Ă v˚Mnv, from
which we deduce that PbB Ă M has finite index. We get a contradiction. Indeed, M being an
amalgamated free product, we can find in L2pMq infinitely many pairwise orthogonal PbB-PbB-
bimodules by means of alternating powers of L2pPbBq a L2pNbBq and L2pQq a L2pNbBq.
The previous claim yields a ˚-homomorphism ρ : N Ñ sNms and a non-zero partial isometry
w P rpMl,mpCq b P qs such that πpxqw “ wρpxq for all x P N . Denote by wi the i-th column
of w. Define L as the closed linear span of tv1wiN | i “ 1, . . . ,mu. Then, L is a non-zero, since
EP pw˚v˚1v1wq “ w˚EP pv˚1v1qw and r “ suppEP pv˚1v1q. So L is a non-zero ϕpNq-N -subbimodule of
K with finite right dimension.
Lemma 3.5. Let K be a finite index PbB-PbB-subbimodule of a finite index M -M -bimodule H
and let NLN Ă NKN be an irreducible finite index N -N -subbimodule. Then NLN is isomorphic to a
subbimodule of NL
2pP qN.
Proof. Assume, by contradiction, that L is not contained in NL
2pP qN. Take some non-trivial finite
index irreducible N -N -bimodule LQ in L2pQq and some non-trivial finite index irreducible N -N -
bimodule LP in L2pP q both with right dimension greater than or equal to 1. Denote by X0 the
} ¨ }2-closure of L ¨M . Lemma 2.8 implies that X0 is a non-zero N -M -bimodule which is isomorphic
to a subbimodule of H and lies in LbN L2M . Define the N -M -bimodules
Xn “ pLP bN LQqbn bN X0 .
Note that L P AFalgpN Ă P q. By assumption, the fusion algebras FalgpN Ă Qq and AFalgpN Ă P q
are free inside FalgpNq. Therefore, as in [FV08], the Xn follow pairwise disjoint as N -N -bimodules
and hence pairwise disjoint as N -M -bimodules.
Decompose X0 Ă H as a direct sum of irreducible N -N -bimodules Yi. Write pLQq0 “ LQ XQ and
pLP q0 “ LP X P . Then, pLP q0 ¨ pLQq0 ¨ ¨ ¨ pLQq0 ¨ Yi is non-zero. If not, we had
M ¨ Yi ¨M “M ¨ pLP q0 ¨ pLQq0 ¨ ¨ ¨ pLQq0 ¨N ¨ Yi ¨M “ 0 ,
contradicting the fact that M is a factor. As above, the freeness assumption implies that pLP bN
LQqbn bN Yi is irreducible. Then, by Lemma 2.8, we have that pLP bN LQqbn bN Yi sits inside H
as the } ¨ }2-closure of pLP q0 ¨ pLQq0 ¨ ¨ ¨ pLQq0 ¨ Yi. We have proven that H contains a copy of each
Xn.
Note that dim -M pXnq ą dim -M pX0q. As a consequence, H, as a right M -module, has infinite
dimension, which is a contradiction.
Lemma 3.6. Let H be a finite index M -M -bimodule and K a finite index PbB-PbB-subbimodule.
Then, K is isomorphic to a multiple of the trivial P -P bimodule.
Proof. By Lemma 3.4, we have a non-zero N -N -subbimodule L Ă K with finite right dimension.
Then, for x, y P QNPbBpNq, the closure of Nx ¨ L ¨ yN is still an N -N -subbimodule of K with
finite right dimension. Since N Ă PbB is quasi-regular, the linear span of all N -N -subbimodules
of K with finite right dimension is dense in K. Then, a maximality argument shows that K can
be decomposed as the direct sum N -N -subbimodules with finite right dimension. By symmetry, K
decomposes as the direct sum of N -N -bimodules with finite left dimension. As a consequence, K
may be written as the direct sum of finite index N -N -subbimodules.
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Let L be an irreducible finite index N -N -subbimodule of K. Lemma 3.5 shows that L is contained
in L2pP q. Recall that
P “ LΩpQ3 ‘Q3 ¸ SLp3,Qqq , N “ LΩpZ3 ‘ Z3q .
Hence, L arises as the } ¨ }2-closure of NugN for some element g P Q3 ‘Q3 ¸ SLp3,Qq. By almost-
normality (see property pP1q and the remarks following it), take a finite index subgroup Λ0 of
Z3 ‘ Z3 such that AdpgqpΛ0q Ă Z3 ‘ Z3. Denote by L0 the closure of NugLΩpΛ0q. Then, L0 is an
irreducible N -LΩpΛ0q-subbimodule of L. Note that
L0 b
LΩpΛ0q
LΩpΛ0qu˚gN – L2pNq .
Lemma 2.8 implies that K contains a copy of the trivial N -N -bimodule L2pNq, realized as the
} ¨ }2-closure of L0u˚gN .
Write K – Hpψq for some finite index inclusion ψ : PbB Ñ qpPbBq8q, where pTrbτqpqq ă 8.
By the above paragraph, we can take a trivial N -N -bimodule inside K. Then, there is an N -
central vector v P qL2pPbBq8. Taking polar decomposition, we may assume that v is a partial
isometry in qpM8,1pCqbPbBq satisfying ψpxqv “ vx, for all x P N . Note that vv˚ P ψpNq1 X
qpPbBq8q. Hence, pq ´ vv˚q ¨ K defines a N -PbB-subbimodule of K and we may apply the
previous procedure. As in the proof of Proposition 3.2, a maximality argument yields a family
of partial isometries vi P qpM8,1pCqbPbBq satisfying ψpxqvi “ vix, for all x P N and such thatř
viv
˚
i “ q. Putting these partial isometries in a row, we obtain an element w P qpPbBq8 satisfying
ww˚ “ ř viv˚i “ q. By irreducibility of N Ă P (see pP1q), we have a projection p “ w˚w P pN 1 X
PbBq8 “ B8. Conjugating ψ with w˚ from the beginning, we obtain a finite index inclusion
ψ : PbB Ñ ppPbBq8p, where p P B8 such that pTrbτqppq ă 8 and ψpxq “ xp for all x P N and
still satisfying K – Hpψq.
Let g P Γ “ Q3‘Q3¸SLp3,Qq and Λ0 ă Z3‘Z3 be finite index subgroup such that Adpg´1qpΛ0q Ă
Λ. Denote by αg´1 the ˚-homomorphism LΩpΛ0q Ñ LΩpΛq induced by Adpg´1q. For x P LΩpΛ0q we
have
ψpugqu˚gx “ ψpugqαg´1pxqu˚g “ ψpugqψpαg´1pxqqu˚g “ xψpugqu˚g .
By pP5q, we have that LΩpΛ0q Ă P is irreducible. As a consequence, vg “ ψpugqu˚g P UppB8pq.
Note that ψpBq Ă ψpNq1 X ppPbBq8p “ pB8p and vg P ψpBq1 X pB8p.
We prove that the inclusion ψpBq Ă pB8p has finite index using Theorem 2.11. Consider the
conjugate bimodule K of PbBKPbB. As proven above, we may write K – Hpψq, where ψ : PbB Ñ
qpPbBq8q is a finite index inclusion satisfying ψpxq “ xq, for all x P N and q P B8 is a projection
such that pTrbτqpqq ă 8. Note that KbPbB K – Hppψb idq ˝ψq. Hence there is a conjugate map
R : L2pPbBq Ñ Hppψb idq ˝ψq. Considering R as an element of ppb qqpM8,1pCqbPbBq we have
R P ppb qqpM8,1pCqbPbBq XN 1 “ ppb qqpM8,1pCqbBq .
Define ψB : B Ñ pB8p and ψB : B Ñ qB8q as the restrictions of ψ and ψ to B and S : L2pBq Ñ
HppψB b idq ˝ ψBq as the restriction of R. Similarly, we find an intertwiner S : L2pBq Ñ HppψB b
idq ˝ ψBq, giving a pair of conjugate morphisms for HpψBq. Then the same argument as in [LR97,
Lemma 3.2] implies that ψpBq1 X pB8p is of finite type I.
It follows that g ÞÑ vg P ψpBq1XpB8p is a direct integral of finite dimensional unitary representations
of Γ and hence trivial, since Γ has no non-trivial finite dimensional unitary representations (see pP4q).
We conclude that ψpugq “ ugp and that PKP is a multiple of the trivial P -P -bimodule.
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Lemma 3.7. Let ψ : PbB Ñ ppPbBqnp be a finite index inclusion such that
ψpP b 1q
`
p
`
Cn b L2pPbBq˘ P˘ b 1
is a multiple of the trivial P -P -bimodule. Then there exists a non-zero partial isometry
u P Mn,8pCqbPbB such that uu˚ “ p, q “ u˚u P B8 and u˚ψpxqu “ qx for all x P P , where we
consider P Ă P8 diagonally.
Proof. Consider the P -P -bimodule H given by
PHP “ ψpP b 1q
`
p
`
Cn b L2pPbBq˘ P˘ b 1 .
Since H is a multiple of the trivial P -P -bimodule, there exists a non-zero vector v P p`Cn b
L2pPbBq˘ such that ψpxqv “ vx for all x P P . Taking its polar decomposition, we may assume
that v is a non-zero partial isometry in ppCn b PbBq. As in the proof of Proposition 3.2, a
maximality argument provides a family of non-zero partial isometries pviq, inside ppCn b PbBq,
satisfying ψpxqvi “ vix for all x P P and such that p “
ř
viv
˚
i . Putting all vi in one row, we get
u P Mn,8pCqbPbB. Then ψpxqu “ ux, for all x P P . We also have that uu˚ “
ř
viv
˚
i “ p and
u˚u P p1b P b 1q1 X pPbBq8 “ B8. Thus, u is the required partial isometry.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let MHM be a finite index irreducible M -M -bimodule. We prove that H is
isomorphic to a bimodule in the range of the functor F : BimodpQ Ă Q1q Ñ BimodpMq, constructed
in Section 3.1. We do this in two steps.
Step 1. There exists a projection p P pPbBq8 with pTrbτqppq ă `8 and ˚-homomorphism
ψ :M Ñ pM8p such that
• ψpMq Ă pM8p has finite index,
• ψpPbBq Ă ppPbBq8p and this inclusion has essentially finite index and
• MHM – MHpψqM.
Proof of Step 1. Let ψ : M Ñ pMnp be a finite index inclusion such that MHM – MHpψqM. By
symmetry, Theorem 2.4 and the remarks preceding it, we are left with proving the two following
statements.
(i) ψpPbBqq ăM PbB, for every projection q P ψpPbBq1 X pMnp.
(ii) Whenever K Ă L2pMq is a pPbBq-pPbBq-subbimodule with dim -PbBpKq ă `8, we have
K Ă L2pPbBq.
By assumption, there is no non-trivial ˚-homomorphism from N0 to any amplification of Q. It
follows that ψpN0q ćM Q. Hence, Theorem 2.6 implies that ψpN0q ăM PbB. So there is a ˚-
homomorphism ϕ : N0 Ñ qpPbBqmq and a non-zero partial isometry v P ppMn,mpCq bMqq such
that ψpxqv “ vϕpxq for all x P N0. We have v˚v P ϕpN0q1 X qMmq. So v˚v P qpPbBqmq by
Theorem 2.7. Then,
v˚vpQNqMmqpϕpN0qq2qv˚v Ă qpPbBqmq ,
by Theorem 2.7 again. Since N0 Ă P is quasi-regular (see pP2q), we also have that
v˚ψpPbBqv Ă v˚vpQNqMmqpϕpN0qq2qv˚v Ă qpPbBqmq .
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Note that all the previous arguments remain true when cutting down ψ with a projection in
ψpPbBq1 X pMnp, so we have proven (i). Theorem 2.7 implies (ii) and Step 1 is proven.
Step 2. We may assume that p P B8 and that the ˚-homomorphism ψ satisfies
• ψpxq “ px, for all x P P ,
• ψpBq Ă B8,
• ψpQq Ă pQ8p.
Proof of Step 2. By Step 1, the inclusion ψpPbBq Ă ppPbBq8p has essentially finite index. Let
q be a projection in ψpPbBq1 X ppPbBq8p such that K “ ψpPbBq
`
qL2pPbBq8 P˘bB is a finite
index PbB-PbB-subbimodule of PbBHPbB. Lemma 3.6 implies that P b 1KP b 1 is isomorphic
to a multiple of the trivial P -P -bimodule. Lemma 3.7 yields a non-zero partial isometry u P
qpM8,mpCqbPbBq satisfying u˚ψpxqu “ u˚ux for all x P P and such that uu˚ “ q and u˚u P Bm.
Since ψpPbBq Ă ppPbBq8p has essentially finite index, this procedure provides a non-zero partial
isometry u P pPbBq8 satisfying u˚ψpxqu “ u˚ux for all x P P with uu˚ “ p and u˚u P B8.
Conjugating ψ with u˚ from the beginning, we may assume that p P B8 and ψpxq “ px for all
x P P .
We have P 1 XM “ B and ψpxq “ px for all x P P , with p P B8, therefore ψpBq Ă B8.
Since p P pN 1 X Qq8 and ψpxq “ px for all x P P , the ˚-homomorphism ψ extends to an N -N -
bimodular map v : L2pMq Ñ L2ppM8pq. By freeness of FalgpN Ă Qq and FalgpN Ă P q inside
FalgpNq, we have that vpL2pQqq is an N -N -subbimodule of L2ppQ8pq. Hence ψpQq Ă pQ8p, which
ends the proof of Step 2.
3.3 Proof of Theorem D
We use the following version of [NPS04, Theorem 0.2] for the proof of Theorem D.
Theorem 3.8 (See [NPS04, Theorem 0.2]). Let Γ be a property (T) group and M a separable II1
factor. Let J Ă H2pΓ,S1q be the set of scalar 2-cocycles Ω such that there exists a (not necessarily
unital) non-trivial ˚-homomorphism from LΩpΓq to an amplification of M . Then J is countable.
Proof of Theorem D. Fix an inclusion of II1 factors N Ă Q and assume that N is hyperfinite.
Suppose also that N Ă Q is quasi-regular and has depth 2. Denote by N Ă Q Ă Q1 the basic
construction.
Let α P R´Q and consider the groups Λ,Γ and the scalar 2-cocycle Ωα P Z2pΓ, S1q defined in at the
beginning of Section 3. Since the group Z3 ‘ Z3 ¸ SLp3,Zq has property (T), Theorem 3.8 implies
that there are uncountably many α P R´Q such that there is no non-trivial ˚-homomorphism from
N0 “ LΩα
`
Z3 ‘ Z3 ¸ SLp3,Zq˘ to any amplification of Q. Take one such α P R´Q. Note that by
pP1q, pP3q and Lemma 2.17, the fusion algebra F “ AFalg
`
LΩαpΛq Ă LΩαpΓq
˘
is countable.
Observe that LΩαpΛq and N are two copies of the hyperfinite II1 factor and take an isomorphism
θ : N Ñ LΩαpΛq. Then, the fusion algebra Fθ may be viewed as a fusion subalgebra of FalgpNq.
Since FalgpN Ă Qq is a countable fusion subalgebra of FalgpNq, Theorem 2.19 allows us to choose
θ such that Fθ is free with respect to FalgpN Ă Qq. We identify N and LΩαpΛq through this
isomorphism and all assumptions of Theorem 3.1 are satisfied. Write Pα “ LΩαpΓq and write
Mα “ pPαbBq ˚
NbB
Q , where B “ N 1 XQ .
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Using Theorem 3.1, we obtain that BimodpMαq » BimodpQ Ă Q1q.
We prove that stable isomorphism classes ofMα, α P R´Q, are countable. Assume by contradiction
that there exists an uncountable subset J Ă R ´ Q such that Mαj are pairwise stably isomorphic,
for j P J . We find k P J and an uncountable subset I Ă J such that Mαi embeds (not necessarily
unitally) into Mαk , for all i P I. In particular, LΩαi
`
Z3 ‘ Z3 ¸ SLp3,Zq˘ embeds into Mαk , for all
i P I. Since Z3 ‘ Z3 ¸ SLp3,Zq is a property (T) group and cohomology classes of the cocycles`
Ωα
˘|Z3‘Z3¸SLp3,Zq , α P R´Q
are two by two non-equal, this contradicts Theorem 3.8.
4 Applications
4.1 Examples of categories that arrise as BimodpMq
In this part, we give examples of categories that arise as BimodpMq of some II1 factor M . Note
that the results in [Vae06b] and in [FV08] show that the trivial tensor C˚-category and the category
of finite dimensional representation of every compact, second countable group can be realized as a
category of bimodules.
4.1.1 Finite tensor C˚-categories
The following reconstruction theorem for finite tensor C˚-categories is well known, but for conve-
nience, we give a short proof. We use Jones’ planar algebras [Jon99] and Popa’s reconstruction
theorem for finite depth standard invariants [Pop90]. See also [BMPS09] for a similar statement.
Theorem 4.1. Let C be a finite tensor C˚-category. Then there exists a finite index depth 2 inclusion
Q Ă Q1 of hyperfinite II1 factors such that BimodpQ Ă Q1q » C.
Proof. We define a depth 2 subfactor planar algebra P , such that the inclusion of hyperfinite II1
factors Q Ă Q1 associated with it by [Pop90, Jon99] satisfies BimodpQ Ă Q1q » C. Let x P C be
the direct sum of representatives for every isomorphism class of irreducible objects in C. Denote by
x the conjugate object of x. Let
Pk :“ Endpxb xb ¨ ¨ ¨ b xloooooooomoooooooon
k factors
q .
We prove that P “ ŤPk is a subfactor planar algebra. Composition of endomorphisms and the ˚-
functor of C make P a ˚-algebra. The categorical trace of C defines a positive trace on P . Moreover,
the graphical calculus for tensor C˚-categories induces an action of the planar operad on P . We
have dimP0 “ 1, since 1C is irreducible. Moreover, for all k we have dimPk ă 8, since C is finite.
Finally, the closed loops represent the number dimC x ‰ 0. So P is a subfactor planar algebra. It
has depth 2, since dimZpPkq is the number of isomorphism classes of irreducible objects of C for
every k ě 1 and, in particular, dimZpP1q “ dimZpP3q.
Note that, in the language of [Pop90], finite depth subfactor planar algebras correspond to canonical
commuting squares [Bis97, Jon08]. So, by [Pop90], there is an inclusion Q Ă Q1 of hyperfinite
II1 factors with associated planar algebra P
QĂQ1 – P . Then x corresponds to QL2pQ1qQ1. Let
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D “ BimodpQ Ă Q1q and denote by Q Ă Q1 Ă Q2 the basic construction. If p, q are minimal
projections in Q1 XQ2, we canonically identify HomQ-QppL2pQ1q, qL2pQ1qq with qpQ1 XQ2qp. This
defines a C˚-functor F : D Ñ C sending pL2pQ1q – ppQL2pQ1q bQ1 L2pQ1qQq to ppx b xq and
mapping morphisms as given by the identification PQĂQ1 – P . Then F is fully faithful and
essentially surjective. We have to prove that F preserves tensor products. Let p,q be projections in
Q1 XQ2. The shift-by-two operator sh2 : P2 Ñ P4 is defined by adding two strings on the left. By
[Bis97], we have pL2pQ1q bQ qL2pQ1q – p ¨ sh2pqqL2pQ2q as Q-Q-bimodules. On the other hand, we
have ppxb xq b qpxb xq – ppb qqpxb xb xb xq in C. Since under the identification Pk – Q1XQk
the shift-by-two operator corresponds to q ÞÑ 1 b q, we have C » D as tensor C˚-categories. This
completes the proof.
Proof of Theorem A. Let C be a finite tensor C˚-category. By Theorem D it suffices to show that
there is a finite index, depth 2 inclusion N Ă Q of hyperfinite II1 factors, such that for the basic
construction N Ă Q Ă Q1 we have BimodpQ Ă Q1q » C. Indeed, if N Ă Q is of finite index, then it
is quasi-regular. By Theorem 4.1, there is a finite index depth 2 inclusion N´1 Ă N of hyperfinite
II1 factors such that BimodpN´1 Ă Nq » C. Let N´1 Ă N Ă Q Ă Q1 be the basic construction.
Then N Ă Q is a finite index, depth 2 inclusion and BimodpQ Ă Q1q » BimodpN´1 Ă Nq » C.
4.1.2 Representation categories
In [FV08] the categories of finite dimensional representations of compact second countable groups
were realized as bimodule categories of a II1 factor. As already mentioned, this forms a natural
class of tensor C˚-categories, since they can be abstractly characterized as symmetric tensor C˚-
categories with at most countably many isomorphism classes of irreducible objects. We realize
categories of finite dimensional representations of discrete countable groups and of finite dimensional
corepresentations of certain discrete Kac algebras as bimodule categories of a II1 factor. Neither
does this class of categories have an abstract characterization, nor does the finite dimensional
corepresentation theory of a discrete Kac algebra describe it completely. However, Corollary 4.4
shows that we have interesting applications coming from this class of tensor C˚-categories.
For notation concerning quantum groups, we refer the reader to the appendix in Section 5.
Definition 4.2 (See Section 4.5 and Theorem 4.5 of [Soł05]). A discrete Kac algebra A is called
maximally almost periodic, if there is a family of finite dimensional corepresentations Un P A b
BpHUnq such that A “ spantpidb ωqpUnq |n P N, ω P BpHUnq˚u
Theorem 4.3. Let A be a discrete Kac algebra admitting a strictly outer action on the hyperfinite
II1 factor. Then there is a II1 factor M such that BimodpMq » CoRepfinpAcoopq.
Proof. Since A acts strictly outerly on the hyperfinite II1 factor R, the inclusion R Ă A ˙ R ĂpAcoop ˙A˙R is a basic construction by [Vae00, Proposition 2.5 and Corollary 5.6]. The inclusion
R Ă A ˙ R has depth 2 by [Vae00, Corollary 5.10] and since A is discrete, it is quasi-regular.
Moreover, we have BimodpA ˙ R Ă pA ˙ A ˙ Rq » CoRepfinpAcoopq by Theorem 5.1. So Theorem
D yields a II1 factor M such that BimodpMq » CoRepfinpAcoopq.
Proof of Theorems C. By Theorem 4.3 it suffices to show that every discrete group G and every
amenable and every maximally almost periodic Kac algebra A has a strictly outer action on the
hyperfinite II1 factor R.
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Let us first consider the case of a discrete group. The non-commutative Bernoulli shift G ñ
pM2pCq, trqbG is well known to be outer. It is clear that b8n“1pM2pCq, trq is isomorphic to R.
First note that pAcoopqcoop “ A for all quantum groups A. By Vaes [Vae02, Theorem 8.2], it suffices
to show that every amenable and every maximally almost periodic Kac algebra A has a faithful
corepresentation of Acoop in the hyperfinite II1 factor.
If A is a discrete amenable Kac algebra, then so is Acoop. By [Vae02, Proposition 8.1], Acoop has
a faithful corepresentation into R. If A is a discrete maximally almost periodic Kac algebra, then
Acoop is also maximally almost periodic, since A has a bounded antipode. There is a countable
family of corepresentations Un of A
coop whose coefficients span A densely. Considering ‘nBpHUnq
as a von Neumann subalgebra of R, the corepresentation ‘nUn of A
coop is faithful.
As a corollary of Theorem C, we get the following improvement of [IPP05, Corollary 8.8] and
[FV07]. This is the first example of an explicitly known bimodule category with uncountably many
isomorphism classes of irreducible objects.
Corollary 4.4. Let G be a second countable, compact group. Then there is a II1 factor M such that
OutpMq – G and every finite index bimodule of M is of the form Hpαq for some α P AutpMq. In
particular, the bimodule category of M can be explicitly calculated and has an uncountable number
of isomorphism classes of irreducible objects.
The exact sequence 1Ñ OutpMq Ñ grppMq Ñ FpMq Ñ 1 shows that the fundamental group of M
obtained in Corollary 4.4 is trivial. Note, that the factors constructed in [FV07, IPP05] also have
trivial fundamental group.
Proof. Let G be a second countable, compact group. By [Soł06, Theorem 4.2], LpGq is maximally
almost periodic and its irreducible, finite dimensional corepresentations are one dimensional and
indexed by elements of G. Their tensor product is given by multiplication in G. So we can apply
Theorem C to the discrete Kac algebra LpGq in order to obtain M .
4.2 Possible indices of irreducible subfactors
In this section, we investigate the structure of subfactors of the II1 factor M that we obtained in
Theorem A. We write
CpMq “ tλ | there is an irreducible finite index subfactor of M with index λu .
We use the fact that the lattice of irreducible subfactors of a II1 factor is actually encoded in
its bimodule category. In special cases, indices of irreducible subfactors correspond to Frobenius-
Perron dimensions (see [ENO02, Section 8]) of objects in the bimodule category. Using recent work
on tensor categories [GS11] and Theorem A, we give examples of of II1 factors M such that CpMq
can be computed explicitly and contains irrationals.
Definition 4.5 (See [FS01, Yam04]). Let C be a compact tensor C˚-category with tensor unit 1C .
(i) An algebra pA,m, ηq in C is an object A in C with multiplication and unit mapsm : AbAÑ A
and η : 1C Ñ A such that the following diagrams commute
AbAbA mbid //
idbm

AbA
m

AbA m // A
Ab 1C
idbη

A
– //–oo 1C bA
ηbid

AbA m // A AbA .moo
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(ii) A coalgebra pA,∆, ǫq in C is an object A in C with comultiplication and counit map ∆ : AÑ
AbA and ǫ : AÑ 1C such that pA,∆˚, ǫ˚q is an algebra.
(iii) A Frobenius algebra pA,m, η,∆, ǫq in C is an object A in C with maps m, η, ∆, ǫ such that
pA,m, ηq is an algebra, ∆ “ m˚, ǫ “ η˚ and
pidbmq ˝ p∆ b idq “ ∆ ˝m “ pmb idq ˝ pidb∆q .
(iv) A Frobenius algebra pA,m, η,∆, ǫq is special if ∆ and η are isometric.
(v) A Frobenius algebra A is irreducible if dimpHomp1C ,Aqq “ 1.
Remark 4.6. Note that the notion of a special Frobenius algebra is equivalent to the notion of a
Q-system [LR97].
The following lemma and proposition are probably well known, but since we could not find a
reference, we give a short proof for convenience of the reader.
Lemma 4.7. Let M Ă M1 be a finite index inclusion of tracial von Neumann algebras. Then
L2pM1q is a special Frobenius algebra in BimodpMq. The Frobenius algebra L2pM1q is irreducible if
and only if M ĂM1 is irreducible.
Proof. We prove that L2pM1q is an algebra in BimodpMq with coisometric multiplication and iso-
metric unit. By [LR97], this shows that L2pM1q is a special Frobenius algebra. The multiplication
on L2pM1q is given by mpxbM yq “ xy, for x, y PM . The commutative diagram
L2pM1q bM L2pM1q m //
–

L2pM1q
L2pM2q
e
66♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠
proves that m is well defined and coisometric. Here we denote by M Ă M1 Ă M2 the basic
construction and we denote by e the Jones projection. The unit map of L2pM1q is given by the
canonical embedding L2pMq Ñ L2pM1q.
The inclusion M Ă M1 is irreducible if and only if ML2pM1qM1 is irreducible if and only if
ML
2pM1qM – ML2pM1q bM1 L2pM1qM contains a unique copy of ML2pMqM.
Whenever H is a finite index M -M -bimodule over a II1 factor M , we denote by H
0 the set of
bounded vectors in H. Recall that H0 is dense in H.
Proposition 4.8. Let M be a II1 factor. Then there is a bijection between irreducible special
Frobenius algebras in BimodpMq and irreducible finite index inclusions M ĂM1 of II1 factors. The
bijection is given by
H ÞÑ pM Ă H0q and pM ĂM1q ÞÑ ML2pM1qM .
Proof. Lemma 4.7 shows that L2pM1q is an irreducible special Frobenius algebra for all irreducible
finite index inclusions M Ă M1. Let pH,m, ǫ,∆, ηq be an irreducible special Frobenius algebra in
BimodpMq. We have to prove that M Ă H0 is a finite index, irreducible inclusion of von Neumann
algebras. Let M2 “ Hom-M pHq be the commutant of the right M -action. Then
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H0 bH //
&&▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
H bM H
m

H
yields a map φ : H0 ÑM2. By considering the restriction m : H0 b L2pMq Ñ H, it is clear that φ
is injective. Consider the special Frobenius algebra pL2pM2q,m2, η2,∆2, ǫ2q. We prove that φpH0q
is a Frobenius subalgebra of L2pM2q. Indeed, the composition H0bH0 Ñ HbM HÑ H induces a
multiplication on H0, since M -M -bimodular maps send M -bounded vectors to M -bounded vectors.
Since m is associative, we have for ξ, ξ1 P H0
φpmpξ, ξ1qq ¨ x1M “ m ˝ pmb idqpξ, ξ1, 1M q “ m ˝ pid bmqpξ, ξ1, 1M q “ φpξq ¨zφpξ1q “ {φpξq ¨ φpξ1q .
So m is the restriction of m2. By taking adjoints, we see that ∆ is the restriction of ∆2. Next, note
that m ˝ pη b idq “ id “ m2 ˝ pη2 b idq. So φpηpxqq ¨ ξ “ xξ for all x P M Ă L2pMq and all ξ P H.
So η agrees with η2. Again, by taking adjoints, ǫ is the restriction of ǫ2.
Let R : L2pMq Ñ H bM H denote the standard conjugate for H [LR97]. Frobenius algebras are
self-dual via ∆ ˝ η, that is ∆ ˝ η : L2pMq Ñ HbM H is a conjugate for H. In particular, there is an
M -M -bimodular isomorphism ψ : HÑ H such that
H bM H R
˚
// L2pMq
H bM H m //
ψbid
OO
H
ǫ
OO
commutes. Denoting by R2 : L
2pMq Ñ L2pM2q bM L2pM2q the standard conjugate for L2pM2q, we
have the commuting diagram
L2pM2q bM L2pM2q
R˚
2 // L2pMq
L2pM2q bM L2pM2q m2 //
p ˝˚qbid
OO
L2pM2q .
ǫ2
OO
Note that, by the definition of standard conjugates, R is the composition of R2 with the orthogonal
projection L2pM2q bM L2pM2q Ñ H bM H. So ψ is the restriction of ˝ ˚. Now consider the
commutative diagram
L2pM2q bM L2pM2q idb∆2// L2pM2q bM L2pM2q bM L2pM2q
R˚
2
bid
// L2pMq bM L2pM2q
L2pM2q bM L2pM2q idb∆2//
p ˝˚qbid
OO
L2pM2q bM L2pM2q bM L2pM2q m2bid// L2pM2q bM L2pM2q .
ǫ2bid
OO
It restricts to the corresponding diagram with L2pM2q replaced by H. Define m “ pR˚b idq ˝ pidb
∆q : H0 bHÑ H and m2 “ pR˚2 b idq ˝ pid b∆2q. Since
m2 “ pǫ2 b idq ˝ pm2 b idq ˝ pidb∆2q
in the Frobenius algebra L2pM2q, we have that
M2 b L2pM2q m2 // L2pM2q
M2 b L2pM2q m2 //
p ˝˚qbid
OO
L2pM2q
and
H
0 bH m // H
H0 bH m //
ψbid
OO
H .
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commute and the second diagram is a restriction of the first one. Denote by φ : H
0 Ñ M2 the
embedding defined by m. Then φpxq “ φpxq˚ for x P H0 and φpH0q “ φpH0q. This proves that
φpH0q is closed under taking adjoints.
We already proved that φpH0q is a ˚-subalgebra of M2. Since MH has finite dimension, φpH0qis
finitely generated over M . Hence, it is weakly closed in M2, so it is a von Neumann subalgebra.
Finally, ML
2pH0qM – MHM, so M Ă H0 is irreducible and has finite index.
Remark 4.9. (i) By uniqueness of multiplicative dimension functions on finite tensor C˚-
categories, see [CE04], we have rM1 : M smin “ FPdimpML2pM1qMq, where rM1 : M smin
denotes the minimal index [Hav90, Lon92] and FPdim denotes the Frobenius Perron dimen-
sion [ENO02, Section 8]. So if M Ă M1 is extremal (for example irreducible), then we have
rM1 :M s “ FPdimpML2pM1qMq.
(ii) By Proposition 4.8, irreducible special Frobenius algebras correspond to irreducible inclusions
M Ă M1, hence to irreducible subfactors N Ă M . In particular, if BimodpMq is finite, then
CpMq “ tFPdimpHq | H irreducible special Frobenius algebra in BimodpMqu.
We can prove Theorem B now.
Proof of Theorem B. Denote by C the Haagerup fusion category [AH98]. In [GS11], possible prin-
ciple graphs of irreducible special Frobenius algebras in C are classified. Lemma 3.9 in [GS11] gives
a list of possible principle graphs of non-trivial simple algebras in C. Note that the list of indices
in Theorem B is the same as the indices of graphs in [GS11, Lemma 3.9]. We will refer with 1), 2),
etc. to the graphs in this lemma. We prove that all the indices of these graphs, are actually realized
by some irreducible special Frobenius algebra in C.
Since, by [GS11, Theorem 3.25], there are three pairwise different categories that are Morita equiv-
alent to C, all the possible principal graphs of minimal simple algebras are are actually realized by
some irreducible special Frobenius algebra in C. So the graphs 1) and 3) are realized. Using the
notation of [GS11] for irreducible objects in C, the graphs 4), 6) and 7) are realized by the irreducible
special Frobenius algebras ηη, νν and µµ. We are left with the graphs 2) and 5). Theorem 3.25
in [GS11] gives the fusion rules for module categories over C. A short calculation shows that the
square of the dimension of the second object in the module category associated with the Haagerup
subfactor is the index of the graph 2). This proves that the graph 2) is realized. A similar calcula-
tion shows that the second object in the second non-trivial module category over C gives rise to an
irreducible special Frobenius algebra with principal graph given by 5).
So all indices in [GS11, Lemma 3.9] are actually attained by some irreducible special Frobenius
algebra in C. According to Theorem A it is possible to find a II1 factorM such that BimodpMq » C.
We conclude using Remark 4.9.
5 Appendix
In this appendix, we prove that the category of finite dimensional unitary corepresentations of a
discrete Kac algebra A, whose coopposite Acoop acts strictly outerly on the hyperfinite II1 factor R,
is realized as the the bimodule category of the inclusion A ˙ R Ă pA ˙ A ˙ R. For convenience of
the reader, we give a short introduction.
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5.1 Preliminaries on quantum groups
5.1.1 Locally compact quantum groups (see [KV00])
A locally compact quantum group in the setting of von Neumann algebras is a von Neumann algebra
A equipped with a normal ˚-homomorphism ∆ : A Ñ AbA and two normal, semi-finite, faithful
weights φ, ψ satisfying
• ∆ is comultiplicative: pid b∆q ˝∆ “ p∆ b idq ˝∆.
• φ is left invariant: φppω b idqp∆pxqqq “ φpxqωp1M q for all ω PM`˚ and all x PM`.
• ψ is right invariant: ψppid b ωqp∆pxqqq “ ψpxqωp1M q for all ω PM`˚ and all x PM`.
We call ∆ the comultiplication of A and φ, ψ the left and the right Haar weight of A, respectively.
If φ and ψ are tracial, then A is called a Kac algebra. If A is of finite type I, then we say that A is
discrete. If φ and ψ are finite, we say that A is compact.
If Γ is a discrete group, then ℓ8pΓq is a discrete Kac algebra with comultiplication given by
∆pfqpg, hq “ fpghq and the left and right Haar weight both induced by the counting measure
on Γ.
For any locally compact quantum group pA,∆q one can construct a dual locally compact quantum
group p pA, p∆q and a coopposite locally compact quantum group Acoop. They both are represented
on the same Hilbert space as A. Hence, it makes sense to write formulas involving elements of A
and pA at the same time. We have pA,∆q – pxA, pp∆q and A is compact if and only if pA is discrete.
5.1.2 Corepresentations (see [Tim08])
A unitary corepresentation in H of a locally compact quantum group A is a unitary U P AbBpHq
such that p∆ b idqpUq “ U23U13. In what follows, we refer to unitary corepresentations simply as
corepresentations. If U P BpHU qbA is a corepresentation of A, then we also refer to U21 P AbBpHU q
as a corepresentation A. A corepresentation U of A is called finite dimensional if HU is finite
dimensional. The direct sum of two corepresentations U, V of A is denoted by U‘V P AbpBpHU q‘
BpHV qq – AbBpHU q ‘ AbBpHV q. The tensor product of two corepresentations U and V is given
by U b V “ U12V13 P AbBpHU qbBpHV q. An intertwiner between two corepresentations U and
V is a bounded linear map T : HU Ñ HV satisfying pid b T qU “ V pid b T q. The space of all
intertwiners between U and V is denoted by HompU, V q. To every irreducible corepresentation
U P AbBpHU q of A, one associates its conjugate corepresentation p˚ b qpUq P AbBpHU q. Here
HU denotes the conjugate Hilbert space of HU . With this structure, the corepresentations of a
locally compact quantum group A become a tensor C˚-category CoReppAq. Its maximal compact
tensor C˚-subcategory is the category of finite dimensional corepresentations CoRepfinpAq. If A
is a compact quantum group, every irreducible corepresentation of A is finite dimensional and
every corepresentation is a direct sum of (possibly infinitely many) irreducible corepresentations.
Coefficients of tensor products of arbitrary length of irreducible corepresentations of A span it
densely .
Let A denote a compact quantum group. Then we can describe the evaluation of the Haar states
on coefficients of corepresentations. In particular, pid b ψqpUq “ pid b φqpUq “ δU,ǫ1, where δU,ǫ is
1 if U is the trivial corepresentation and 0 otherwise.
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If A is discrete, its dual is compact. We can write A asà
U irr. corep. of pA
BpHU q .
For any element x P A we can characterize ∆pxq as the unique element in AbA that satisfies
∆pxqT “ Tx for all T P HompU1, U2 b U3q and all irreducible corepresentations U1,U2 and U3 ofpA. Moreover, we can write any corepresentation V P AbBpHV q of A as a direct sum of elements
VU P BpHU qbBpHV q where U runs through the irreducible corepresentations of pA. If ǫ denotes the
trivial corepresentation, then Vǫ “ 1b 1. Moreover, VU “ p b ˚qpV q.
5.1.3 Actions of quantum groups (see [Vae02])
An action of a locally compact quantum group A on a von Neumann algebra N is a normal ˚-
homomorphism α : N Ñ AbN such that p∆ b idq ˝ α “ pid b αq ˝ α. The crossed product von
Neumann algebra of N by α is then the von Neumann algebra A˙N generated by pAb1 and αpNq.
We identify N and pA with subalgebras of A˙N . There is a natural action pα of pA on A˙N , which
is uniquely defined by pαpaq “ p∆paq for a P pA and pαpxq “ 1b x for x P N . This action is called the
dual action of α.
If an action α : N Ñ AbN of a locally compact quantum group on a factor satisfiesN 1XA˙N “ C1,
then α is called strictly outer.
Let A be a discrete quantum group that acts via α on a von Neumann algebra N . We denote A˙N
by M and as before we identify pA and N with subalgebras of M . If A is a Kac algebra, N is finite
and α preserves a trace τN on N , then M is also finite. A faithful normal trace on M is given by
pτ b idqpUp1 b xqq “ δU,ǫτN pxq ,
for all x P N and for all irreducible corepresentations U P pA b BpHU q of pA. For x P N and
U P BpHU qb pA an irreducible corepresentation of pA, we write αU pxq for the projection of αpxq onto
the direct summand BpHU q bN of AbN . For x P N we have Up1b xqU˚ “ αU pxq.
5.2 Corepresentation categories of Kac algebras
Theorem 5.1. Let N be a II1 factor, A a discrete quantum group and α : A Ñ AbN a strictly
outer action. Denote by M “ A˙N the crossed product of N by α and write pA˙M for the crossed
product by the dual action. Then BimodpM Ă pA˙Mq » CoRepfinpAcoopq as tensor C˚-categories,
where CoRepfinpAcoopq denotes the category of finite dimensional corepresentations of Acoop.
Proof. We first construct a fully faithful tensor C˚-functor F : CoRepfinpAcoopq Ñ BimodpM Ă pA˙
Mq. Then, we show that it is essentially surjective.
Step 1. Let V P AbMnpCq be a finite dimensional corepresentation of Acoop, that is p∆b idqpV q “
V13V23. We define a ˚-homomorphism ψ :M Ñ MnpCq bM such that
ψpxq “ 1b x for all x P N and pid b ψqpUq “ U13V12 ,
where U P BpHU q b pA Ă Ab pA is an irreducible corepresentation of pA.
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Proof of Step 1. We first show that ψ defines a ˚-homomorphism. This is obvious on N . In order
to prove that ψ is multiplicative on pA Ă M , we have to check for all irreducible corepresentations
U1, U2, U3 of pA and for every intertwiner T P HompU1, U2 b U3q the identity
pidb ψqpU2q134pidb ψqpU3q234pT b idq “ pT b idqpidb ψqpU1q
holds. We have
pT b idqpidb ψqpU1q “ pT b idqU1,13VU1,12
“ U2,14U3,24p∆b idqpVU1q123pT b idq
“ U2,14U3,24VU2,13VU3,23pT b idq
“ U2,14VU2,13U3,24VU3,23pT b idq
“ pid b ψqpU2q134pidb ψqpU3q234pT b idq .
We prove that ψ is a homomorphism on algp pA,Nq “ ˚-algp pA,Nq. Using the fact that Up1 b xq “
αU pxqU for all x P N and all irreducible corepresentations U of pA, it suffices to note that
pidb ψqpUqp1 b 1b xq “ U13V12p1b 1b xq
“ U13p1b 1b 1b xqV12
“ αU pxq13U13V12
“ αU pxq13pidb ψqpUq .
Let us show that ψ is ˚-preserving. We have
pidb ψqpp b ˚qpUqq “ “ pid b ψqpU q
“ U13V12
“ U13VU,12
“ p b ˚qpUq13p b ˚qpVU q12
“ p b ˚ b ˚qpU13V12q ,
This shows that ψ is a ˚-homomorphism on ˚-algp pA,Nq.
Let us show that ψ is trace preserving on ˚-algp pA,Nq. Denote by τ the trace on M . For an
irreducible corepresentation U of pA and x P N we have
pidb τqpUp1 b xqq “ δU,ǫτpxq1A ,
by the definition of τ . On the other hand we have
pidb trbτqpidb ψqpUp1 b xqq “ pidb trbτqpU13V12p1b 1b xqq
“ δU,ǫτpxqpid b trqpVǫ,12q
“ δU,ǫτpxq1A .
So ψ is trace preserving and hence it extends to a ˚-homomorphism ψ :M Ñ MnpCq bM .
Step 2. Define a functor F : CoRepfinpAcoopq Ñ BimodpQ Ă Q1q such that if V is a finite dimen-
sional corepresentation of Acoop and ψ the map associated with it in Step 1, we have F pV q “ Hpψq.
If T P HompV1, V2q is an intertwiner, we set F pT q “ T b id : HV1 b L2pMq Ñ HV2 b L2pMq. Then
F is fully faithful tensor C˚-functor.
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Proof of Step 2. It is obvious that F is faithful. In order to show that F is full, let V1 P A b
MmpCq,V2 P A b MnpCq be finite dimensional corepresentations of Acoop. Denote by ψ1, ψ2 the
maps associated with V1 and V2, respectively. Let T : C
mbL2pMq Ñ CnbL2pMq be an intertwiner
from HpF pV1qq to HpF pV2qq. Then T P BpCm,Cnq bM satisfies
T p1b xq “ Tψ1pxq “ ψ2pxqT “ p1b xqT for all x P N .
Hence, T P BpCm,Cnq b 1. So, for any irreducible corepresentation U of pA, we have
V2,12T23 “ U˚13U13V2,12T23
“ U˚13ψ2pUqT23
“ U˚13T23ψ1pUq
“ T23U˚13U13V1,12
“ T23V1,12 .
So T comes from an intertwiner from V1 to V2. This shows that F is full.
For an intertwiner T P HompV1, V2q we have F pT ˚q “ F pT q˚, so F is a C˚-functor.
If V1,V2 are finite dimensional corepresentations of A
coop, ψ1, ψ2 and ψ denote the maps associated
with V1, V2 and V1,12V2,13 “ V1bV2 respectively, then pidbψqpUq “ U14V1,12V2,13 “ pidbψ2q˝ψ1pUq,
for every irreducible corepresentation U P BpHU q b pA of pA. So ψ “ pid b ψ2q ˝ ψ1. We obtain
F pV1q bM F pV2q – F pV1 b V2q and this unitary isomorphism is natural in V1 and V2. Hence F is a
tensor C˚-functor.
Step 3. F is essentially surjective.
Proof of Step 3. Let H be a finite index bimodule in BimodpM Ă pA ˙Mq. Write H – Hpψq for
some ψ :M Ñ ppMnpCq bMqp satisfying p P p1bNq1 X pMnpCq bMq and ψpxq “ pp1b xq for all
x P N . Since N Ă M is irreducible, we have p P MnpCq b 1, so we may assume that p “ 1. For an
irreducible corepresentation U of pA, by the same calculation as in Step 1, we obtain
pidb ψqpUqU˚13αU pxq “ αU pxqpid b ψqpUqU˚13 ,
for all x P N . Since N is linearly generated by the coefficients of αU pNq, it follows that
pidb ψqpUqU˚13 “ VU,12
for some element in VU P BpHU q bMnpCq Ă AbMnpCq. Let
V “ ð
U irr. corep. of pA
VU P AbMnpCq .
We show that V is a corepresentation of Acoop, i.e. that p∆ b idqpV q “ V13V23. It suffices to show
for any irreducible corepresentations U1, U2, U3 and any intertwiner T P HompU1, U2 b U3q that we
have
VU2,13VU3,23pT b idq “ pT b idqpVU1q .
Indeed, we have
pT b idqpVU1 b 1q “ pT b idqpidb ψqpU1qU˚1,13
“ pidb ψqpU2q134pidb ψqpU3q234pU2,14U3,24q˚pT b idq
“ pidb ψqpU2q134V3,23U˚2,14pT b idq
“ pidb ψqpU2q134U˚2,14V3,23pT b idq
“ V2,13V3,23pT b idq .
This shows that V is a corepresentation of A and Hpψq “ F pV q.
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